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The complexity of a differentiable function can be measured according to its 
differentiability properties, the integrability properties of its derivative, or the 
convergence properties of its Fourier series. This produces three natural ordinal 
ranks. The relationships between these ranks are investigated. In particular it is 
shown that the differentiability rank dominates the integrability rank. Some related 
results and unsolved problems are also mentioned. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In real analysis differentiable functions stand between the strange and 
well-behaved. Such functions usually have nice and useful regularity 
properties but many of them also exhibit strange behavior. In this paper we 
investigate three ordinal ranks which provide natural measures of the com- 
plexity of these functions (An ordinal rank on a set A is just a map 
cp: A + Q, from A to the class of ordinals Q.) The ranks of a function give 
us an indication of the strange behavior the function may possess. 
The first rank arose in the pioneering work of Denjoy [4] in his 1912 
solution of the problem of recovering the primitive. Denjoy defined a pro- 
cess, called tot&z&ion, which recovered a function from its derivative in a 
countable ordinal number of steps. This process measures the complexity of 
the function according to the integrability properties of its derivative, and 
provides us with a natural ordinal rank which we shall call the infegruhility 
rank. The functions with integrability rank 1 are precisely those with 
integrable derivatives. 
Some time later in 1930, Zalcwasser [lo], in studying convex combina- 
tions of functions, defined an ordinal index for each everywhere convergent 
sequence of functions. (This index was also obtained independently by 
Gillespie and Hurewicz [IS].) The index measures the uniformity of the 
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convergence of the sequence. Now if ,f’ is a differentiable function on the 
unit circle _T, then we know that the sequence of partial sums S,,(,f) of its 
Fourier series is everywhere convergent. We thus obtain a second rank by 
taking the Zalcwasser index of S,,(f) to be the rank of j Naturally this 
rank will be called the convergence rank. The functions with convergence 
rank 1 are precisely those with uniformly convergent Fourier series. 
Let C = C[O, l] be the set of all continuous real functions defined on 
[0, l] and D be the set of differentiable functions in C. Then C is a Polish 
space when equipped with the metric obtained from the sup norm. 
Mazurkiewicz [7] showed in 1936 that D is a complete coanalytic subset 
of C. (A coanalytic subset A of a Polish space X is said to be complete if 
for any Polish space Y and any coanalytic subset B of Y there is a Bore1 
measurable function f: Y + X such that B = f- ’ [I A].) Consequently D is 
not a Bore1 subset of C. 
Now from the structure theory of coanalytic sets we know that there 
exist coanalytic norms on D. (A coanalytic norm is an ordinal rank with 
certain special definability properties. A precise definition will be given 
immediately after Proposition 5.) Since D is such a well known set we can 
expect a natural coanalytic norm, i.e., one that reflects the properties of the 
elements of D. And, indeed, Kechris and Woodin [6] recently defined such 
a norm. This norm measures the uniformity of the differentiability of the 
function, so we shall call it the differentiability rank. The functions with dif- 
ferentiability rank 1 are precisely those which are uniformly differentiable. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we discuss the differen- 
tiability rank and mention some consequences. We discuss the integrability 
rank in Section 2 and also give some applications. Here we also show that 
the differentiability rank dominates the integrability rank. This gives us a 
quantitative generalization of the fact that a uniformly differentiable func- 
tion is integrable. Finally we discuss the convergence rank in Section 3. It 
is very plausible that the integrability rank dominates the convergence rank 
but we have not been able to show this. The paper ends with some related 
results and problems. All the notions of descriptive set theory that we use 
can be found in [S]. 
I. THE DIFFERENTIABILITY RANK 
This rank is also known as the Kechris-Woodin rank. We give here a 
simplified description and deemphasize the technical aspects (which were 
only needed in [6] to make certain proofs easier). With each f E C we shall 
associate a decreasing sequence P’(f) of nested sets. We shall show that 
P*(f) stabilizes at the empty set from some countable ordinal onwards if 
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and only f E D. The rank off is then defined to be the least c1 such that 
mf I= 0. 
We first introduce some notation. Throughout this section and the next, 
all reference will be to the topology of [0, l] so that, for instance, [0, 4) 
will be an open interval. If f is a function and Z is an interval with 
endpoints a and b, we define the difference quotient off over Z by 
df(Z)=df(a, b)=f(bLI{(a). 
Now let f E C and E > 0 be fixed. For each closed subset P of [0, 1 ] we 
define the derived set of P by 
Pi = {x E P: V open neighborhoods U of x, 
3 closed intervals Z, J E U such that 
ZnJnP#fZIand Jdf(Z)-df(J)J>E}. 
It is clear that Pi is closed. We also have the following 
LEMMA 1. Zf f E D, then Pi is a nowhere dense subset of P. 
Proof. Suppose P: is not nowhere dense in P. Then we can find an 
open interval I, such that 0 #I, n P G P:. For each n, let 
E, = (x E P: 3 open intervals Z, .Z with 111, I.ZI < t/n 
and x E Zn Jsuch that Idf(Z) - df(J)I > 42). 
Then E, is clearly an open subset of P. Moreover E, is dense in Z, n P. 
Indeed, let K be an open interval with 0 # Kn P E I, n P. Choose 
y E Kn P. Then y E Pi, so we can find closed intervals Z, .ZG K with Ill, 
IJI < l/n such that In Jn P#a and Idf(Z)-df(J)I 2~. By slightly 
changing Z and J, we can obtain open intervals I’, J’ G K with (Z’I, 
IJ’I<l/fi such that Z’nJ’nP#@ and Idf(Z’)-df(J’)I>~/2. Thus 
E, n K# 0 and so E, is dense in Z,n P. 
Now by the Baire category theorem, nnzO E, # 0. But if x0 E c),,oEH, 
then .f will not be differentiable at x0 because of the definition of the E,‘s. 
So we have a contradiction and hence Pi is nowhere dense in P. a 
For f E C and each E > 0 we define the sequence (Pz) by translinite 
induction as follows. 
Let 
Pf= [O, 11, P;+‘=(T,“): 
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P;=n ;P;:u’<E,; for i. a limit ordinal. 
It is clear that Pf G Pp for fl3 c(. Note also that if c 3 6 > 0 then P: c P;. 
so u,>op:=u,::, p;;,,. 
We define the sequence (P’(f)) by 
-1 
p=(f)= t.j p;, 
n=I 
PROPOSITION 2. f E D o for some countable ordinal c(, P”(f) = @. 
Proof. (G=) If f # D, then there is an x0 E [0, 1 ] such that f is not dif- 
ferentiable at x0. So we can find E>O such that for all n there exists inter- 
vals Z,,, J, such that lZ,J, IJ,I < l/n, x0 E I, n J, and Idf(Z,) - df(J,)I 3 E. 
Then it is easy to see that x0 E P: for all a by translinite induction. So 
P”(f) is never empty and this half is done. 
(*) If LED, then for each fixed E, P;+ ’ is nowhere dense in P;. 
Hence (Pz ) is a strictly decreasing sequence of closed sets. By the Cantor- 
Baire Stationary Principle, Pz must stabilize at the empty set from some 
countable ordinal onwards. Let U(E) be the least such ordinal. Now put 
/?=sup{cc(l/ ): n n 2 1 }. Then b is a countable ordinal and P”(f) = @, so 
this completes the proof. i 
DEFINITION. Let f E D. We define the differentiability rank of .f by 
If I o = least ordinal CI such that P”(f) = @. 
This rank is natural because “nicely” differentiable functions have small 
rank and vice versa. The smallest rank is 1 and we, in fact, have 
PROPOSITION 3. If I ,, = 1 of is uniformly differentiable. 
For the proof of this result, and others that follow in this section, we 
refer to [6]. Recall that a function f E D is uniformly differentiable if 
(Vs>O) (36 >O) such that VXE [0, l] and Vh with O< (h(<6 and 
x+h~ [0, l] we have 
Idf(x,x+h)-f'(x)1 <E. 
It can be shown by elementary means that f is uniformly differentiable if 
and only if f’ is continuous. 
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As the rank increases the functions exhibit more complex behavior. The 
function 
x2 sin( l/x), 
f(x)= {() 
O<x<l 
3 x = 0, 
is the standard example of a differentiable function with a discontinuous 
derivative. This function has rank 2 and so too do the Volterra-type func- 
tions. The latter functions have derivatives that are discontinuous on a 
given nowhere dense closed set and are constructed in a uniform manner 
fr0m.f (see [3]). 
It is easy to see that if c is any non-zero constant and f, g E D then 
Ic~flD=lflD and If + &dmaxUflDy IsId. 
Now let bD be the set of all functions in D whose derivatives are bounded, 
i.e., (3M > O)(Vx E [0, l])( I f ‘(x)1 < M); and let b,D be those whose 
derivatives are bounded by 1. Then the following are true. 
PROPOSITION 4. For each countable ordinal ~1, there is a function f in 6, D 
with IflD=a. 
PROPOSITION 5. I . I ,, : D + w , is a coanalytic norm. 
If X is a Polish space and A is a coanalytic subset of X, we say that an 
ordinal rank cp: A + D is a coanalytic norm if there is an analytic subset R 
of X2 and a coanalytic subset S of X2 such that for any y E A, 
The condition above implies that for all YE A, the initial segments 
+A: CP(X)~CP(Y)~ are Bore1 sets, but it is much stronger than this. It 
says that the initial segments are “uniformly” Bore1 in a certain precise 
sense (see [S]). It is known that any coanalytic norm is equivalent to one 
that takes values in oi (the first uncountable ordinal). When working with 
coanalytic norms the following is the basic criterion for showing that a set 
is not Bore1 (see [S]). 
BOUNDEDNESS PRINCIPLE. Let A be a coanalytic subset of the Polish 
space X and cp: A +wl be a coanalytic norm on A. Then A is Bore1 if 
and only if cp is bounded below wi (i.e., if and only if {q(x): x E A} is 
countable). 
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From the latter two results and the Boundedness Principle we 
immediately obtain 
COROLLARY 6. The sets D, hD and h, D are all coanalytic but not Bore1 
subsets qf C. 
Now let INC (DEC) be the set of all monotonic increasing (decreasing, 
respectively) functions in D. Then by adding 2x (-2x, respectively) to the 
functions in Proposition 4, we see that for each countable ordinal c(, there 
is an fE INC (DEC) with IfI,, = a. S o f rom the Boundedness Principle we 
also obtain (cf. [9, p. 911). 
COROLLARY 7. The sets INC and DEC are coanalytic but not Bore1 
subsets of C. 
2. THE INTEGRABILITY RANK 
This rank is also known as the Denjoy rank. In the problem of the 
primitive we are givenf’(x) and we have to lindf(x) to within a constant. 
This is tantamount o asking for f(x) -f(y) for any x, y E [0, 11. Denjoy’s 
process of totalization consists of finding successively a strictly decreasing 
transfinite sequence of closed sets (Q”(f)) and calculating f(x) -f(y) for 
all x < y within each interval complementing Qa(f) at each stage a in the 
process. Since (Q’(f)) is strictly decreasing it will stabilize at the empty 
set from some countable ordinal onwards. The rank off is then defined to 
be the least ordinal CI such that Q’(f) = 0. Since [0, l] is the interval 
complementing 0, we will also be able to find f(x)-,f( y) for all 
x, ye [0, 11 after this countable number of steps. This will solve the 
problem of the primitive. 
Let g be a measurable function on [0, l] and Q be a closed subset of 
[O, 11. We define the set of non-summability points of g over Q by 
S(g, Q)= {xEQ:s is not Lebesgue integrable on In Q 
for any open interval I with x E I}. 
It is easy to see that S(g, Q) is closed. Moreover, we have 
LEMMA 8. Iff E D, then S(f ‘, Q) is nowhere dense in Q, 
Proof: First observe that f ’ is a Baire class 1 function and hence is 
measurable. So S(f ‘, Q) is well-defined. Now let I be any open interval 
with In Q # 0. Then f’ r In Q is a Baire class 1 function on In Q, so it 
has a point of continuity, x0 say. Hence, there is an open interval Z,c I 
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with x0 E I, such that f’ is bounded on Z,, n Q. Thus f’ is Lebesgue on 
Zen Q and so I0 has no points of S(f’, Q). Hence S(f’, Q) is a nowhere 
dense in Q. 1 
Let f E C and Q again be a closed subset of [0, 11. Let ((a,, 6,)) be the 
sequence of open intervals complementing Q in [0, 11. We define the set of 
divergence points off over Q by 
G(f, Q)= {x~Q:c,If(b,)-f(a,,)I diverges for 
every open interval Z with x E I}. 
Here C, indicates that the sum is to be taken over all the intervals (a,, b,) 
which are contained in I. It is easy to see that G(f, Q) is closed. We also 
have 
LEMMA 9. Zf f E D, then G( f, Q) is nowhere dense in Q. 
Proof Suppose G(f, Q) is not nowhere dense in Q. Then we can find 
an open interval Z such that 0 # In Q E G(f, Q). So for any open interval 
Js Z with Jn (Zn Q) # 0, CJ 1 f(b,) - f(a,)l diverges and consequently 
lum supJ If(h-f(aJl 
6, - a, 
=CC n-00 
Here the subscript J indicates that the limit superior is taken over all 
(a,, b,) that are contained in J. 
Now from (*) it follows that there exist an interval (a,,(,,, b,,,,) g Z such 
that If(b& -fbncd > IbncIj - ancl, I. Since f is continuous we can find a 
closed interval J, , with I J, I < 1 and b,,, ) E Int(J, ) such that for all x E J, , 
If(x)-f(%(,,)l > IX--n(I,l 
By (*) again, it follows that there exists an interval (a,(,), b,,,,) E J, such 
that Ifibnc2J - ~~~1 >2 . Ibnc2, - a,~z~l, and so on. 
By continuing this process we obtain a sequence of nested closed inter- 
vals ( Jk ) and a subsequence (anCkj, b,(,,) of the sequence of intervals 
(a,, b,) complementing Q in [0, l] such that lJkl < l/k, b+)Eint(J,), 
(a +,, b,,,,) s Jkp,, and for all x E Jk, 
If(x) -f(ardl 'k. Ibnw - and 
Now let (x,,}=n {J,:k>O}. Then for all k, 
IfW -f(%,)l >k 
x0 - an(k) 
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From this it follows that .f’ is not differentiable at so, so we have a 
contradiction. Hence the result follows. 1 
For ,f’~ D and each closed subset Q of [0, 1 ] we define the &rid set ol 
Q by 
Q’ = Xf’t Q 1 u W; Q 1. 
We now detine the sequence Q”(J) by transfinite induction as follows. 
Let 
Q"(f) = CO, 1I, Q"' '(J‘) = QV,', 
and 
Q"(f) = n { Q'V): a < 2,) for 1. a limit ordinal. 
We will now indicate how to calculate f(y) -f(x) for all x < y withir 
each of the intervals (a,, b,) complementing Q’(f) in [0, 11. If a = 1 ant 
x, YE (a,, b,) then f( y)-f(x) is obtained by Lebesgue integration. I 
y = h,, then we choose a sequence y,* which increases to h, and let 
.f(b,,) -.0-x) = lim .f(yn) -f(-~1. 
n + 1 
If x = a,, we calculate f(y) - f(a,,) is a similar way. 
If z = 2, we calculate f(y) -f(y) in each complementing by using 
Lebesgue integration and summation of absolutely convergent series 
Indeed, suppose (c,, dk) is one of the intervals complementing Q2(f) ant 
4 Y E (ck, 4). Let <(a,, b,)) be the intervals complementing Q’(f), ant 




al bl an bn a2 b2 dk 
Then, if I is the interval (x, y), we obtain 
In the cases where x or y is not in one of the intervals (a,, b,), we neec 
to leave out one or both of the last two terms in brackets. Finally wher 
x=ck or y=d,, we take limits just as in the case for a = 1. We car 
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calculate f(y) -f(x) f or all x < y within each of the intervals comple- 
menting Q*(f) in a similar way. This completes the process of totalization. 
We now return to the sequence (Q’(f)). Since this sequence is 
strictly decreasing, it must stabilize at 0 from some countable ordinal 
onwards. 
DEFINITION. Let f~ D. We define the integrability rank off by 
IfI i = least ordinal c( such that Q’(f) = 0. 
Observe that this rank is always a successor ordinal because a countable 
intersection of nested closed sets is never empty. The next result is very 
natural and is easily verified. 
PROPOSITION 10. rff~ D, then IfI,= 1 wf is absolutely continuous on 
co, 11. 
It is well known that a uniformly differentiable function is absolutely 
continuous. The next result is a quantitative generalization of this fact. 
THEOREM 11. IRKED, then IflI< IfI,,. 
Proof It will suffice to show that for each ordinal tl, Q”(f) c P”(f), but 
we shall prove a little bit more. We will show that for each E > 0 and each 
ordinal CI, 
Q'(f) z PZ (*I 
Fix t: > 0 and abbreviate Q’(f) by Q’. We shall prove the result by trans- 
finite induction on ~1. It is clear that (*) is true for c1= 0. Moreover it is also 
easy to see that if (*) also holds for all CL > A, where R is a limit ordinal, 
then (*) also holds for A. So we only need to deal with the successor case. 
Suppose (*) is true for CI. We have to show that Q*+ ’ c P;+‘. Let 
XgEQx+l and suppose U is any open neighborhood of x0. We must show 
that there are closed intervals Z, JG U such that In Jn Pz # 0 and 
Idf(Z) - df(J)J 2 E. Since 
Q ’ + ’ = W’, Q’, u G(f, em,> 
there are two cases to consider. 
Case (i). X~E S(f’, Q’). 
Let ZG U be a closed interval with x0 E int(Z). Then f’ is not integrable 
on In Q’ and consequently it is unbounded on In Q’. Since (*) is true for 
a, Q” c Pz, so f’ is unbounded on In P,“. Hence we can find a y E Zn Ps 
such that Idf(Z) -f’( y)l B E + 1. Now from the definition off’(y) it follows 
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that there is a closed interval JC U with ~1 E J such that I.f”( y) - dj’(J)j d 1. 
SO 
Imw~f(J)I 3 14f(Wf’(Y)I - l.f’(Y-4f(J)I 
3 1:. 
Also y E In’Jn Pz, so xg E Pp + ’ 
Case (ii). X~E G(j; Q”). 
Let I be as in Case (i). Then x, If(bn)--f(an)l diverges and conse- 
quently 
lim supI Idf(u,, b,)l = cx) 
,, - 3( (**I 
Here ((a,,, b,)) is the sequence of intervals complementing QX and the 
subscript Z indicates that the sum and limit superior are taken over only 
those (a,, 6,) which are contained in I. Now from (**) it follows that 
if we take J= [a,,, b,] for some suitable (a,, 6,) we will obtain 
ldf(Z) -d(J)1 3s. Since (*) is true for cr., we have U,E Q” c Pz. Thus 
a,,eIn Jn Pz and so X,,E Pz+‘. 1 
Remark. It was shown in [6] that for each countable ordinal CI, there 
is a function f, E b, D with If,1 n = CX. But since a bounded derivative is 
integrable, it follows that for all a, lf,li = 1. Thus the differentiability rank 
is much more delicate than the integrability rank. 
The process of totalization can be applied to a wider class of functions 
than D (see [3]). Indeed, if f~ C is differentiable everywhere except on a 
countable set A and we are given f’, then this process will recover f (to 
within a constant). If the set A is uncountable, then no process whatsoever 
can recover f from f ‘. This is because there will always exist functions g 
with g’ = f’ on [0, 1 ] - A such that g-f is not a constant. 
Let DX be the set of functions in C which are differentiable except on a 
countable set and extend the notion of our derived set as follows. For each 
f~ C, and each closed subset Q of [0, 1 ] let 
Q’= S(f’> Q, u W Q, u K(A), 
where A is the set of points wherefis not differentiable and 
K(A ) = {x E Q: for all open intervals Z with 
x E Z, Z n A is uncountable >. 
Then we can define the sequence (Q’(f)) as before and we have 
PROPOSITION 12. f E DXo for some countable ordinal CI, Q’(f) = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 13. For each countable ordinal CC, there is a function f, E D 
with lf,l,=a+l. 
Proof: The result is proved by induction on cc For tl= 0, there is 




x = 0. 
Then it is easy to see that Q'(f2) = (0) and Q2(f2) = a. So If21 =2. 
The paradigm case in the induction is provided for a = 3. Let b be the 
first maximum point of f2 to the left of the point i. Let g be the function 
obtained by reflecting the graph of fi 1 [0, b] in the line x = $ and by joining 
the two maxima at b and 1 - b by a straight line. Then g E D. Choose h ED 
such that h’ is continuous except at 0, 
and 
h( l/n) = ( - 1 )“,/n log n for n 2 2, 
Ih( d -2x/lag x for all XE [0, 1). 
Now let g, be a scaled copy of the function g which tits exactly in the 
closed interval J,, = [l/n + 1, l/n]. We define the function f3 as follows: 
h(x) + g,(x), 
h(x)={, 
if x E J,, 
3 if x = 0. 
Then it is not difficult to see that Q’(f3) = (0) u {l/n: n 3 1 }, Q2(f3) = (0) 
and Q3(fs)=@. So If31r=3. 
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The general case for a successor ordinal CI = /j + 1 is done exactly as in 
the case M = 3 except that we start out with the functionfl, instead off2. If 
r = 1, where 2 is a limit ordinal, we first find an increasing sequence (r(n)) 
with lim cc(n) = 2. Then in each J,, we add a copy off,,,lj (after it has been 
treated in the same manner asf>) to the function h(x). 1 
The integrability rank is not a coanalytic norm on D but it can be shown 
that there is an analytic subset R of C’ such that for any ,L g E D 
The same is also true for DX. Fortunately this is enough to enable us to 
see that D and DX are not Borel, because of the following result (see [6] 
and cf. the Boundedness Principle). 
PROPOSITION 14. If A is a coanalytic subset of the Polish space X and 
q: A -+ Q is an ordinal rank such that 
(i) there is an analytic subset R of X2 such that for any x, YE A we 
have v(x) < d Y) * (x, Y) E R, and 
(ii) the range of cp is uncountable, 
then A is not a Bore1 subset of X. 
In view of Proposition 13 we thus have 
COROLLARY 15. The sets D and DX are coanalytic but not Bore1 subsets 
of c. 
3. THE CONVERGENCE RANK 
This rank is also known as the Zalcwasser rank. The description here is 
very similar to that given for the differentiability rank. Let SEQ be the 
collection of infinite sequences of continuous functions on the unit circle _T 
and let CON be the set of all sequences in SEQ which are everywhere 
convergent. With each JTE SEQ, we will associate a decreasing sequence 
(Za(f)) of nested sets and proceed as in the case of the differentiability 
rank. 
Let SE SEQ and Z be a closed subset of JY For each X,,E Z, the 
oscillation of 3 on Z at x0 is defined by 
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Now let f~ SEQ and E > 0 be fixed. For each closed subset 2 of r, we 
define the derived set of Z by 
z: = {x E z: w(x; Z) 2 E}. 
It is easy to see that Zi is closed. We also have 
LEMMA 16. If LIZ CON, then ZL is nowhere dense in Z. 
ProoJ If P: is not nowhere dense in P, then we can find an open 
interval I, such that @ # I, n P G P:. For each n, let 
E, = {x~ P: there exists p, 4 > n such that If,(x) -f,(x)1 > .5/2}. 
Then E, is clearly open and is moreover dense in 1, n P. Indeed, let I be 
any open interval with 0 = In P E I, n P. Choose x0 E In P and then find 
a 6 > 0 such that for all x with Ix-x01 < 6 we have x E 1. Since x,, E P,, it 
follows that 
SUP{ If,(x)-&(x)1: p, qbn, xcP, and Ix--d <S} 
is greater than 42. So we can find p, q 2 n, and a y E P with I y - x,,I < 6 
such that If,(y)-f,( y)l >e/2. Thus y~Zn Pn E, and so E, is dense in 
I,, n P. 
Now by the Baire category theorem fi,, 0 E, # a. But if x,, E n,,, E,, 
then (fn) will diverge at x0. So we have a contradiction. Hence Pi is 
nowhere dense in P. 1 




z;=n (z;:a<n> for I a limit ordinal. 
As in the case of the differentiability rank we then have 
So we define the sequence (Z’(f )) by 
-mf)= fi z;,& 
?I=1 
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A very similar argument to that of Proposition 2 gives us 
PROPOSITION 17. ,f~ CON oJor some countable ordinal E, Z’(f) = @. 
DEFINITION. Let ,f~ CON. We define the Zalcwzsser rank of ,f by 
Ifl,=least ordinal CI such that Zl(,f) = 0. 
The next result is analogous to Proposition 3 and was proved in [lo] 
(see also [l] and [S]). 
PROPOSITION 18. Iflz= 1 -f is unformly convergent on JY 
Now let D(_T) be the set of all differentiable functions on r. Then we 
know that the Fourier series of each function in D(_T) is everywhere 
convergent because of the Dini test. Let also EC be the set of all functions 
in C(r) with everywhere convergent Fourier series. Then D(_T) c EC. 
DEFINITION. Let f E EC and (S,(J) ) be the sequence of partial sums of 
the Fourier series of J: We define the convergence rank off by 
lflc = I (Kz(f)>l,. 
The ranks lflz and lflc are coanalytic norms on CON and EC, respec- 
tively (see [ 11). However, IfI c is not a coanalytic norm on D(_T) but it can 
be shown that it satisfies condition (i) of Proposition 14. So if we can show 
that the range of ]flc on D(r) is uncountable, then this will provide yet 
another proof of the fact that D(r) is not a Bore1 subset of C(r). Unfor- 
tunately, a direct construction of functions f, in D(_T) with If,lc 2 ~1, for 
each countable ordinal or, does not appear to be easy. But at least it is 
possible, as we shall see in a moment. Let 
EC, = {f~ EC: (Vn) (Vx E T)( IS,(f; x)1 d 1)). 
It was shown in [ 1 ] that CON, EC, and EC, are all complete coanalytic 
sets. It was also shown that there is no Bore1 set B such that 
D(_T) G BE EC. From the latter result it follows that the range of lflc on 
D(_T) is uncountable. It is not known whether or not the range of lflc on 
D(_T) n EC I is uncountable. 
We mentioned that there are functions in bD with arbitrarily large coun- 
table differentiability rank. We also noted that eachf E bD has integrability 
rank 1. The same is also true for the convergence rank. Indeed, if fe bD 
thenf’ is bounded and hence integrable. Sofis absolutely continuous. But 
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then the Fourier series off converges uniformly (see [2, p. 1163). Thus 
Iflo := 1. So it is natural to conjecture that for all f~ D(r), 
lflc d Iflo. 
Moreover if lfli = 1, then f is absolutely continuous and again If Ic = 1. 
Since If 1 i d If I b it is reasonable to make the even stronger conjecture that 
for all fe D(T), 
If Ic G IfIr. 
Unfortunately, these conjectures do not appear to be easy to resolve. 
In closing we provide an example which shows that the convergence 
rank does not dominate the integrability rank. 
EXAMPLE. There is a function f E D(_T) such that IfI c = 1 and If ID = 2. 
Construction. Consider _T as the closed interval [0, 2711 and let 
Jk = [27-c/k + 1,2x/k]. On each Jk, define a function (Pi which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) (Pi E C(‘) and 0 d 9,Jx) d x2, 
(ii) (Pi = 9; = 0 at the endpoints of Jk, 
(iii) the integral of [9;(x)l over J/i is less than 1, and 
(iv) if M,=sup{9~(x)l: x E J,}, then 0 < M, < l/k(k + 1). 
Now let ( Nk) be an increasing sequence such that N, . sJ, 9(x) > 2 and 
define the function f by 
9&) .exp(ixN,) f(x)={0 
if XEJ,, 
if x = 0. 
Then from conditions (i) and (ii) it is easy to see that f is differentiable. 
We claim that the Fourier series off is uniformly convergent on r. First 
observe if 9 is a C (2) function on r, then by integration by parts twice we 
obtain 
I@(n)1 = Ij 
z- 
9(x) .exp(inx)i d M/n2, 
where M= sup{ I9”(x)l: XE _T}. So 
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i I4LAn)l d l0k(0)l + 7r2M/3 
,,= 7 
4n’ 7r2 I 5n2 
%(k+ l)+?‘k(k+l)Gk(k+ 
Note also that if $(x) = q(x) .exp(iiV,~), then 
because 4(n) = $(n -N). So 
<f 
5n2 
____ = 51t2. 
,=,W+l) 
Hence the Fourier series off is absolutely convergent and consequently 
uniformly convergent. 
Now we shall show that f' is not integrable on r For each k we have 
I Cvk(x) ~exp(ix~k)l’l = lexp(ix~k). Cindy&) + dh)ll 
>N,. Iv&)l - I4w)l. 
so 
j, If’(x)I 3 N/c .i, IA(x)l - jJk Id( a 1. 
This f’ is not integrable on r. It is also clear that 0 is the only non- 
summability point of f’. Thus lflr = 2 and Ifi, = 1. The function J is 
actually complex-valued but if we need a real-valued function we just have 
to look at the real and imaginary parts off-one of them is guaranteed to 
work. 
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